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1. Introduction. Practically all the work done to date on biorthog-

onality, as can be seen from Dieudonné's paper [l], has been con-

fined to countable systems. An obvious generalization is to put no

restriction on the cardinality of the two biorthogonal sets while

leaving the definition unchanged otherwise [l, p. 7]. However, there

is a kind of biorthogonality occurring in integration which does not

satisfy this definition. In the present note, we give a generalization

which includes both integration of bounded functions and the above

generalization.

Most of the material, and especially the proof of the deep part of

the theorem, is taken from Dieudonné's paper, with the minor modi-

fications needed for the present case.

2. We consider a real Banach space E. If xEE and yEE' (the

dual space), the value y(x) will be denoted alternatively by x-y.

We define a partial order -< on the finite subsets of E as follows:

If Xi, X2 are two finite subsets, then XX<X2 will mean that Xi is

contained in the linear subspace generated by X2.

We shall call two subsets X = {¿} of E and T = { ?? } of E ' biorthogonal

if they satisfy the following conditions (I) and (II):

(I) (a) For each pair £, r¡, i--r] = 0 or 1;

(b) No £ has value 0 on every rj ; and no r? has value 0 on every £.

A finite subset X = {&, • • • , £*} of X will be called a 7'-orthogonal

set if no 77 has value 1 on more than one £,, ¿ = 1, • • • , &.

(II) The T-orthogonal sets of X form a directed system under -<.

In the remainder of the paper we shall assume a fixed biorthogonal

pair of sets X, T, with elements denoted by £, 17 respectively. We

remark that each individual £ is a T-orthogonal set.

Proposition 1. Given any t-orthogonal set X= {£1, •••,£*} of X,

there exists a subset F= {jji, • • • , 17*} 0/ Y which is biorthogonal to X

(in the ordinary sense).

From (I), for each i = l, ■ • • , k, there is an tj,- such that {cifi — l.
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Then, by the definition of T-orthogonal set,  {771, ■ • • , 7/*}  is bi-

orthogonal to X.

Corollary. The elements of each T-orthogonal set are linearly inde-

pendent.

Proposition 2. Given any finite subset F= {171, • • • , 17*} of T,

there exists a T-orthogonal set X= {£1, • • • , £*} which is biorthogonal

to Y.

From (I), for each i = l, • ■ • , k, there is a £/ such that ¿/ • 77» = 1.

Since each £/ is a T-orthogonal set, it follows from (II) that there is

a T-orthogonal set {£1, ■ • • ,£„,} which is >£,' for every i = 1, ■ • ■ , k.

Each i)i has value 1 on exactly one £,-, which we denote by £,;. The set

{£j'i» • " • » £jt} is then the required X.

Corollary. The elements of T are linearly independent.

Henceforth we shall reserve the letter X to denote a T-orthogonal

set of X, and F to denote a finite subset of T.

Suppose x is a linear combination of ¿'s. It follows from (II) that

x is a linear combination of the elements of some X0, and hence of

every X>X0. Consider any such X= {£1, • • • , £k} >X0. If we arbi-

trarily choose a set Y= {r¡i, ■ ■ ■ , r¡k} biorthogonal to X, we have,

of course, x= £î (x-?jt)£¿. For later use we state this formally:

Proposition 3. Let x be a linear combination of £'s. There exists an

Xa such that if X= {£1, •••,£&} is >X0 and Y= {r\i, • ■ ■ , nk} is

biorthogonal to X, then x= 2JÏ (x • »;<)£<.

From now on, whenever we write the expressions JZî (x•?),•)£,• or

23Î (£»"30»K> it will be understood that the sets {£1, •••,£*} and
{f]i, • • • , rjk} are biorthogonal.

Proposition 4. The following three conditions on the system (X, T)

are equivalent :

(a) For each xEE, there is a positive number M (dependent on x)

such that || 2î C*'5? •)£«'! I = M for all biorthogonal pairs X, Y;
(h) For each yEE', there is a positive number N (dependent on y)

such that || 23î (£»"3'),?«'|| =Nfor all biorthogonal pairs X, Y;
(c) For each xEE and yEE', there is a positive number P (depend-

ent on x and y) such that \ J^î (^i'y)(x-ni)\ ^P for all biorthogonal

pairs X, Y.

In E, boundedness in the norm and boundedness in the topology

<r(7i, £') (the weak topology defined on E by E') are equivalent
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[4, p. 80, Théorème 6] ; hence (a) is equivalent to (c). In E', bounded-

ness in the norm and boundeness in o~(E', E) are equivalent [4, p. 80,

Théorème 5]; hence (b) is equivalent to (c).

If the system (X, Y) satisfies any one (hence all three) of the above

conditions, we shall call it quasi-regular.

Corollary. If the system (X, Y) is quasi-regular, then the conditions

are satisfied for every xEE".

In E', boundedness in the norm and boundedness in <r(E', E") are

equivalent; hence it follows from (b) that (c) holds for xEE". In

E", boundedness in the norm is equivalent to boundedness in

o(E", E'); hence (a) also holds for xEE". This establishes the corol-

lary.
Consider an element x of E and a Y-orthogonal set X= {£1, • • • ,

¿ft}. Each set 7= {771, • • • , r¡k} biorthogonal to X assigns to the

pair x, X an element of E, ¿li (x-»7¿)£¿- Since there are in general

many F's biorthogonal to X, there are in general many such elements

of E associated with x and X. Let us denote the set of all these ele-

ments of E by S(x, X). Letting x vary over E and X over the Y-

orthogonal sets, we have that S(x, X) is a many-valued function of

x and X, with values in E. Now for fixed x, it is a function of X, and

since the X's form a directed set under -< we can define the Moore-

Smith limit: The statement Xi = lim-< S(x, X) (x fixed)—in either

the norm or weak topology—will mean that given any neighborhood

U of Xi, there exists an X0 such that X>X0 implies S(x, X)EU. In

practice, we shall use the notation lim-< ¿2i (x-»7i)£.=Xi, or, in case

of the norm, lim-< ||xi— 2^1 (*-'7¿)£¿|| =0.

Similarly, given an element y of E' and a Y-orthogonal set

X = {£1, • • • , £*}, each set Y={r¡i, • • • , 77*} biorthogonal to X

assigns to the pair y, X an element of E', 2^2i (íi'y)Vi- As above we

obtain a many-valued function of y and X, y varying over E', X

over the Y-orthogonal sets, with values in E'. And as above we can

talk about lim.<   ^î (£<,y)'?< (y fixed).

A subset of a topological linear space will be called total if the closed

linear subspace generated by it is the entire space.

Theorem. Let the system (X, Y) be quasi-regular. Then, of the fol-

lowing properties, (1), (2), (3), (4) are equivalent, and imply (5):

(1) X is total;
(2) For each xEE, lim-< ||x— ¿^,1 (x-t7i)£<|| =0;

(3) For each xEE, lim-<  ¿li (x-rjd^i — x in ff(E, E')\
(4) For each yEE', lim<  2ZIÍ (£<-y)?7i=y in a(E', E);
(5) Y is total in o(E', E).
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Proof. Assume (1); we show that (2) follows. Consider first an x

which is a linear combination of £'s. Let XQ he the T-orthogonal set

given by Proposition 3. Then for X>X0, x= £î (x-77,)£j, and thus

x satisfies (2) trivially. Now consider a general element Xi of E, and

suppose it does not have property (2). Then there exist e>0, a co-

final family of T-orthogonal sets {X'}, and for each X' a Y' biorthog-

onal to it, such that

(i) %1 -  ¿ZiXl-liïU

for every pair X', Y'. For each X', let sx-(x) = ^ï (x-nl)£/ (single-

valued, since we have a unique Y' for each X'). sx' is a continuous

linear mapping of E into itself. It follows from the quasi-regularity that

in the space J^(E, E) of linear continuous mappings of E into itself,

the set {sx'}, X' running through the cofinal family above, is

bounded in the topology of pointwise convergence. Since E is com-

plete, this gives us that the set {sx>} is equicontinuous [2, Théorème

I]. Now from the first part of the proof, lim-< ||x — sx<(x)|| =0 for

every x which is a linear combination of £'s. It follows from the equi-

continuity that the same is true for all xEE [3, p. 29, Proposition 3],

which contradicts (i) above.

Now (2) of course implies (3), and since (3) and (4) are each equiv-

alent to

k

(6) For each x E E, y E E', lim -< ]£ (*-f<)(£i-y) ■ *?.
i

they are equivalent to each other.

Now assume (4) and suppose X is not total. Then there exist x£7i

and yEE' such that y(£)=0 for all £ and y(x)^0. It follows that

lim< 2ï (£i"y)Vi — Q (the neutral element) in a(E', E) while y^9.

This contradicts (4).

The same line of argument gives us that (3) implies (5), which com-

pletes the proof.

Proposition 5. Suppose that to each £GX there is assigned a real

number /j(£) such that

(a) If € = Zî a&, then m(£) = Eî -4»(M :
(b) The set { 2î /*(£<)'7»| X, Y biorthogonal} is bounded in E'.

Then there exists a yEE' such that ¿u(£) =y(£) for all £.

From (b) the set { ¿^,\ m(£»)'?«-| X, Y biorthogonal} is contained in

a subset K of E' which is compact in a(E', E). For each £, let7£(£)

denote the closure in <j(E', E) of the set { Y,i p(£í)Ví\X>£, Y bi-
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orthogonal to X}. Each K(Ç)EK, and the family {7i(£)|£6X} has

the finite-intersection property. Hence, since K is compact, OseX

7£(£) is nonempty. Choose y from this intersection. We show y has

the required property. Consider a fixed £. y is in 7C(£), hence given

€>0, we have |£-y-£-(£î m(£.)'?.)| <« for some Z>£ and F

biorthogonal to X. Now £= ^î a4«i therefore £-(2î M(£t)tji) =

Hî ß>M(£<) =m(£)> Irom (a)- Thus |£-y —m(£)| <« and since e was

arbitrary, £-y=M(£)- This completes the proof.

If X is total, the y obtained in the above proposition is unique.

This gives us the

Corollary. If X is total there is a 1 — 1 correspondence between the

elements of E' and the functions /¿(£) satisfying conditions (a) and (b) in

Proposition 5.

Thus, if X is total, then under quasi-regularity the situation is

relatively simple and is essentially described in the theorem and the

corollary to Proposition 5. The obvious example from integration is

the following. Let Y= {77} be a set, S a a-ring of subsets of Y which

covers Y, E the space of bounded real functions on Y measurable

(S), andX= {£} the collection of characteristic functions of members

of 5. We put the supremum norm on E. Then E is complete and X

is total. We identify each 77 E Y with the linear functional on E de-

fined by it. Then the Y-orthogonal sets of X are those corresponding

to the finite collections of mutually disjoint members of S, and it is

trivial that the sytem (X, Y) is biorthogonal and quasi-regular.

In the theorem, (1) or (2) are essentially equivalent in the present

example to the measurability (S) of x. The corollary to Proposition

5 says that E' is the space of all finitely additive, bounded set func-

tions defined on the members of 5. And finally (3) and (4) in the

theorem, in the more familiar form (6), are simply the statement that

y(x) is given by the integral fxdy.

3. When X is not total, the situation is of course more involved.

For example, in place of the theorem, we have the following (see

[l, Propositions 5 and 7]) : Let us denote by A the closed linear sub-

space of E generated by X, and by A0 the subspace of E' orthogonal

to A. Then (2) of the theorem becomes

Proposition 6. Let the system (X, Y) be quasi-regular. Then for each

xEA,
k

lim < x - }Z (*•>!<)«= 0.

And (4) becomes
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Proposition 7. Let the system (X, T) be quasi-regular. Let us denote

by <j> the natural homomorphism of E' onto E'/Aa. Then for each

yEE', lim« £î iïryMvù =<Ky) in aiE'/A", A).

Most of the definitions and propositions of Dieudonné's paper carry

over to the present paper if quasi-regularity is added to the condi-

tions. We remark at this point that quasi-regularity as defined here

is stronger than that defined by Dieudonné; it is in fact property (1)

of his Proposition 16. However because of the many-valued relation

between the £'s and the tj's, it does not imply convergence of the di-

rected system { Y^i (£»'y)(x-r;t)} for each x, y, whereas in his case

it does.

Indeed, because of this same reason of many-valuedness, it turns

out that, for the study of spaces of bounded functions, the later

definitions and propositions in [l ] are largely vacuous, and apparently

a different approach is required.
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